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Dear Children, Parents and Staff, 

  

We have reached the end of the first half term of the school year and finished with a busy week at Bradleys Both. I 

would like to thank everyone for their support and generosity over the last few weeks. 

  

Over the last few weeks I have had a number of prospective new families to show round.  Many of these have come via 

recommendations from our existing parents which is fantastic to hear (thank you).  Any parents with younger children 

who will be starting school in September 2019 are most welcome to arrange a time to visit school. Please remember to 

go to the North Yorkshire County Council website: 

(https://www.northyorks.gov.uk/school-admissions) 

  

We had nine very brave Year 6 candidates who stood for our Head Girl and Boy election.  

The children wrote manifestos and read these to the whole school on Monday morning.   

On Wednesday we held our school election and the red ballot box made its way round  

to every class.  This has a great way to teach the children about democracy and is  

another way that we provide the children with a voice in reviewing and improving  

your school.  I would like to congratulate all nine candidates (Emily, Erin, Izzy, Poppy,  

Ruby, Harry, Joseph, Kazeem, Seth) who worked hard to write their manifesto and 

 have approached the election with great maturity.  As we all know only one girl and 

 one boy can be successful. I am pleased to inform you that Emily has been elected as 

 your Head Girl and Seth has been elected as your Head Boy.  

Huge congratulations to you both! I look forward to working with you after half term. 

  

Thank you very much to everyone who attended the Friends Family Quiz on Tuesday evening. This was very well attend-

ed and showed tremendous support for our new Friends team.  A special thanks must go to Ali, Hugh and Robert for 

their hard work in running the quiz and providing the lovely food. Thank you for your support and congratulations to the 

winning team. 

  

                                                     We have had a wonderful response to our Rays of Sunshine present collection.  The                    

    children and their families will be so grateful, as will Father Christmas who is always  

    so pleased to receive help for the children’s Winter Party.  The presents will be  

    shared at the party being held in Manchester in a few weeks’ time.  The party is a  

    very special event and something that brings lots of smiles. We are the only school  

    that supports this and Rays of Sunshine are very appreciative of our support. 

  

 

In assembly today we celebrated our Harvest collection of gifts which you have kindly donated. These will be collected 

by the local Food Bank in Skipton.  Thank you for your support.     
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You will all receive a copy of the first edition of our school newspaper today. This has been planned, drafted and written 

by the children (with a little help and support from Mrs Hall – thank you) during our Friday University time.  We all hope 

you enjoy reading and sharing the newspaper with the rest of your friends and family. I am so impressed with this and 

look forward to the second edition that will be published in December.  Well done Newspaper Team! 

 
I would like to say a big THANK YOU and CONGRATULATIONS to everyone who has earned a Gold Face this half term. 

We have celebrated children each Friday assembly and today been amazed by the number of children who have gained at 

least one Gold Face this half term.  Today we have celebrated those children who have worked so hard in approaching 

school life so positively and with such great effort, that they have earned 5 or more Gold Faces.  These children received 

a special certificate today and have met with me today to plan a special reward that they will receive after half term. 

Well done to: Tehmida, Sophie, Lillah, Florence, Molly, Kelsi, Isabella, Alexa, Harvi, Chloe, Tilly, Emily, Isabelle M, Poppy, 

Chloe, Erin and Amber. That’s 17 children who have gained 5 or more Gold Faces!! After the half term holiday we start all 

over again and every single one of you have the chance to earn a Gold Face and see if you too can earn five for another 

special reward.    

 

Thank you to Vicky and Sandra in the kitchen for our Halloween Dinner today and for all the decorations!! Happy  

Halloween! 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I wish you all a lovely and restful half term break and look forward to seeing you back at school on Monday 5th November. 

 

Kind regards 
 

Barry 

 

Friends Quiz Night 

 

Thank you to all who attended and helped at the Friends quiz night on Tuesday.  A special thank you to Ally and the 

Friends team who worked so hard to make the Quiz night such a success.  A whopping £506.12 was raised! 
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Airton Class 

 
Well...we have made it to the half term and everyone is absolutely shattered and looking forward to a rest! Mrs Briscoe  

has said that we have all worked very hard and have settled in to routines very quickly.  

This week, we have looked at instructions.  On Tuesday, we followed a recipe to make our own pumpkin soup.  There were  

mixed feelings about the taste, but at least we tried it!  On Wednesday in our literacy lessons, we wrote our own 

instructions and remembered to use imperative verbs (bossy words) in our writing.  In maths, we have worked on addition 

of two numbers to find a total.  Some of us were counting sets of objects accurately and some of us were counting on a  

number line to find the total.  We all did really well!  To complete our topic on SPACE, we watched clips on YouTube of  

Rocket launches; Steven Bowen's space walk and Tim Peake's experiments.  It was amazing to have a virtual tour of the  

International Space Station too...we could see the bedrooms where the astronauts sleep and their bathroom.  An astronaut 

even showed us the space toilet...very interesting! 

Have a lovely half term everyone.  See you soon. 

 

Pupil of the week: Winnie, for being a super helpful member of class 1. 

Maths Maestro: Alfie T, for great accurate jumping on a number line. 

 

Cracoe Class  

 
What a busy week to end the first half term! In Literacy we have been learning how to use conjunctions 

in our sentences. These words make our sentences longer and can be a way of adding more detail. We've continued to look 

at money in Numeracy. We are getting better at recognising the coins and finding totals but we still need to 

practice. On Tuesday afternoon we collected leaves to use in our art work. We painted the leaves and pressed  

them onto our paper so the leaf pattern would show through. Some of us created autumnal trees while others used  

the leaf shapes to make animals and people. Yesterday morning we enjoyed a trip to Skipton Fire Station. We got  

to look at the equipment carried on a fire engine and we even got to sit inside one too. Thank you to the Mums  

and Dads that came with us. This morning we wrote a recount of our trip and tried to use the conjunctions learnt 

earlier in the week in our writing. 

Inside the children's reading records is a piece of money homework and KIRF targets for the children to  

practice. These are Key Instant Recall Facts for Numeracy. Please return the KIRF sheet to school when your  

child can do each target quickly 3 times, thank you. 

 

Pupil of the week: Nancy, for giving a good recount of our visit to the Fire Station and for always trying her best. 

Maths - Sienna, for developing a good understanding of money. 

 

Farnhill Class 

 
This week in Farnhill class in English, the class has been reviewing chapters 12, 13 and 14 of our class text Charlotte’s web 

 and responding to a range of thought provoking questions. In particular, we have been identifying how the author E.B.  

White builds atmosphere and sets the scene for the reader, through the use of descriptive literature, direct speech 

and punctuation. In mathematics, the class has been studying squares, rectangles and pentagons to find their perimeters  

as well as identify the total length of rectilinear shapes by using the evidence provided. In science, to consolidate  

upon our learning around plants over the half term we have been learning about the life cycle of flowering plants from  

germination to seed dispersal. In French this week, the class has been learning about animals from the book ‘Ours Brun’  

Also known as ‘Brown Bear’. After unpicking how to pronounce the animals, the children wrote in French their own opinions 

as to whether they like, dislike, love or hate the different animals which was simply fantastique! For history and  

geography, Pupils located Roman roads across Britain and they discovered not just where they were built but also why  

they were constructed, understanding the purpose they served to the Roman Empire. On Wednesday pupils had a visit 

from local fire fighter Craig who discussed fire safety and how to keep safe for upcoming events such as Halloween and 

Bonfire night. Have a lovely half term break and see you all on the 5th. 

 

Maths maestro: Sylvie, for her accurate approach to attaining the perimeter of different shapes. 

Pupil of the week: Poppy, for always trying her best and for her consistently positive attitude to learning 
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Linton Class   

 

We have made it to half term and the children have worked extremely hard! This week in maths we have used our 

knowledge of column addition and subtraction to solve money problems (a useful skill) we have calculated amounts and 

found change. We have also used inverse operation to check calculations. In English we have edited our writing checking 

for spelling, grammar and punctuation errors. We have also worked on handwriting. Our theme of Ancient Greece contin-

ues and we read the myth of Icarus flying too close to the sun- I warned the children to listen and take advice from 

their parents! We also read the myth of Pandora’s Box which the children found fascinating. We will be exploring PSHCE 

issues around good traits, difficulties and hope. 

In History we learnt about the role of archaeology and the importance of Greek pots for evidence. We also discovered 

the stories of Odysseus written by Homer the poet in The Iliad. 

In Science we learnt about seed dispersal as there is a lot of evidence laying around at the moment- particularly the 

huge buckets of horse chestnuts! We experimented with sycamore seeds and flight, great fun. We cut up an apple to 

find the seeds, but we cut it across the centre and the children were amazed by the star shape, it was lovely to see 

that small things still wow them!  

Pupil of the week: Tilly, for being very engaged with her learning and continuing with it at home. 

Maths Maestro: Mila, for good subtraction skills especially in a column. 

 

 
Grassington Class  

 
We have managed to get through some tricky maths this week learning how to divide fractions using whole and mixed 

numbers; quite a lot to remember but well done everyone. Our next topic will be formal multiplication and division. In 

literacy we have been writing a biography of William Morris and creating PowerPoint presentations on our chosen famous 

Victorians in ICT. 

In science we have started to look at the life-cycles of insects and amphibians as well as learning about the process of 

metamorphosis (it's a pity it's the wrong time of year for hatching butterflies). 

Well done to all those year 6 children who were brave enough to put themselves forward for Head boy and Head Girl 

this week and congratulations to the winning pair! After the holiday Mr Rogers will be allocating all the other year 6 jobs 

and responsibilities. 

Have a restful half-term... 

 

Maths Maestro: Josh, for great fraction work. 

Pupil of the Week: Erin, for her invaluable help in producing our school newspaper. 

 

 
Mrs Kirwin’s kind requests 

 

 Class 4 voluntary contributions for their Greek day. 

 Class 3 voluntary contributions for their Roman day. 

 

Thank you so much to everyone in class 2 as we received 100% voluntary contributions for their visit to the Skipton Fire 

Station.  Thank you for your support  

 

Class 3 Swimming 

 

We have only received 12 out of 29 voluntary contributions for class 3’s swimming with the first session taking place on 

Wednesday 7th November. The price is £28.00 per child for the 5 sessions. This charge is voluntary, however the ac-

tivity can only go ahead if it is financially viable.  We appreciate your support, if you are able to make this voluntary con-

tribution. please make your payment through ParentPay.  Thank you.  
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Bonfire lunch 5.11.18 (Pizza will be served on Tuesday 6th due to menu change) 

Bangers and mash 

Broccoli and sweetcorn 

Toffee apple bars 

If your child would like a lunch that doesn’t ordinarily have school lunches, please let the office 

know and pay £2.30 on ParentPay. Thank you 

Dates for the diary 

 

 05.11.18 — Return to School 

 

 06.11.18—Year 1 Phonics Screening Information Session 3.00pm 

 

 07.11.18— 05.12.18 Class 3 Swimming 

 

 08.11.18 KS1 Halloween Disco 6.00-7.00pm 

 

 08.11.18 KS2 Halloween disco 7.15—8.30pm 

 

 13.11.18 Class 4 Greek Day  

 

 13.11.18— class 3 Roman Day  

 

 15.11.18—Cross Country at Lund Park 

 

 21.11.18—Parents evening 3.30—7.00pm 

 

 21.11.18— 29.11.18 Book Fair 

 

 27.11.18—Parents Evening 3.30-7.00pm 

 

 29.11.18—class 4 Open Assembly 9.00am 

 
Year 1 Phonics Screening Session 

 

We would like to invite all year 1 parents to a phonics screening information session on Tuesday 6th November at 

3.00pm. 

 

Influenza Vaccine 

  

There will be a second opportunity for your child to have the Influenza vaccine at Skipton General Hospital in De-

cember if your child missed the opportunity at school this week. This is by appointment only. Please contact  

Michael Wrigglesworth at  

mwigglesworth@nhs.net or leave a message on his mobile 07813354870 and he will book you in. and give you all  

the details. Any children with health conditions such as asthma, diabetes, etc.  who missed the vaccine at school  

can access this at their GP’s. Thank you. 

 


